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Abstract— Modern legged robot morphologies assign most of
their actuated degrees of freedom (DoF’s) to the limbs and
designs continue to converge to twelve DoF quadrupeds with
three actuators per leg and a rigid torso often modeled as a
Single Rigid Body (SRB). This is in contrast to the animal
kingdom, which provides tantalizing hints that core actuation
of a jointed torso confers substantial benefit for efficient
agility. Unfortunately, the limited specific power of available
actuators continues to hamper roboticists efforts to capitalize
on this bio-inspiration. This paper presents the initial steps in
a comparative study of the costs and benefits associated with
a traditionally neglected torso degree of freedom: a twisting
spine. We use trajectory optimization to explore how a one-DoF,
axially twisting spine might help or hinder a set of axially-active
(twisting) behaviors: trots, sudden turns while bounding, and
parkour-style wall jumps. Optimizing for minimum electrical
energy or average power, intuitive cost functions for robots,
we avoid hand-tuning the behaviors and explore the activation
of the spine. Initial evidence suggests that for lower energy
behaviors the spine increases the electrical energy required
when compared to the rigid torso, but for higher energy runs
the spine trends toward having no effect or reducing the
electrical work. These results support future, more bio-inspired
versions of the spine with inherent stiffness or dampening built
into the mechanical design of the spine.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

State of the art and commercially available [1] [2] [3]
quadrupedal robot morphology has converged around the
twelve degree-of-freedom (DoF), 3DoF legged, rigid torso
robots similar to the MIT Mini-Cheetah [4] or ANYmal [5].
Three DoF legs provide a good compromise of capability,
weight, and power density allowing robots to produce 3DoF
forces at the toes in most configurations. Adding actuators
to the leg design is inherently expensive (both in weight
and money), since any addition is made multiple times due
to bilateral or quadrilateral symmetry constraints. Turning to
biology for inspiration, one can instead explore how different
spinal DoFs (replacing the rigid torso) could augment the
legs’ capabilities and allow new locomotion strategies while
reducing overall costs.

The diversity of function that arises from variation in bone
geometry and muscle size and attachment within biological
spinal columns can be mapped to differences in bending and
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(a) Rigid 12DoF URDF (b) Twisting 13DoF URDF

(c) Twist, 13DoF Quadruped

Fig. 1: Quadrupedal Models and Real World System: (a, b) Visualizations
of the two URDF’s used in the optimization. They are identical except
for a joint in the center of the body. (c) Twist is a prototype, twisting
quadruped developed in the Kod*Lab at the University of Pennsylvania by
Ethan Musser and J. Diego Caporale.

rotational ability [6]. A great volume of biological and bio-
inspired robotics literature has described the roles and func-
tional trade-offs of lateral and sagittal spinal bending during
transitions from aquatic to aerial environments, climbing, and
dynamical gaits [7]–[16]. In stark contrast, however, is a
dearth of literature isolating axial twisting in the spine (i.e.,
twisting without bending) and investigating the functional
role of twisting during any locomotion. Within the biological
literature, the role of axial twisting is described only as
a stabilizing measure against long-axis rotation generated
by ground reaction forces while moving through periodic
locomotor behaviors [8] [14] [16]. Insights gained from bio-
inspired robotic design and exploration can be used as a
model (physical and numerical) to generate new functional
hypotheses in biology for twisting during non-periodic, tran-
sitional behaviors.

Bio-inspired robotic designs distill the sufficient features
for particular tasks from biological creatures without mim-
icking their “designs”. Beyond the dynamical and controls
incentives for simplifying morphology, another limiting fac-
tor for the inclusion of any specific resource is the actuation
and power density available to a robot designer, especially
when attempting high power/agile, transitional maneuvers. In
light of these mass-specific power constraints, a simple, one
degree-of-freedom (DoF) twisting “spine” represents a mini-
mum design enabling the exploration of costs and benefits for
various behaviors arising from the added endowment of an
axially twisting spine. Before committing to the material pro-



duction of such a design, it is prudent to analyze and model
the system. This paper numerically explores the costs and
benefits for a variety of spatial maneuvers of a twist-enriched
quadrupedal torso by contrasting its potentially achievable
optimal trajectories with those of a rigid alternative.

B. Literature review

Abundant evidence demonstrates that spinal degrees of
freedom confer energetic, workspace, and stabilizing benefits
[17], [18] for legged locomotion in biological creatures.
Notwithstanding the likely benefits arising from various
structural details (e.g. discrete vertebrae, graded tendon-bone
attachment, or skin) of animal spines, their abstraction in
bio-inspired robotics (strongly incentivized by the limitations
of available synthetic materials and actuation as remarked
above), typically yields machine torsos with one or two
bulk degrees of freedom. Several quadrupedal robots have
incorporated low DoF spines in their design and validated
the benefits of spines experimentally [19]–[26] [27] and
in simulation [28]–[33] showing that (especially sagittal)
spinal DoF’s are able to lower power consumption, increase
maximum forward speeds and hopping heights, aid in leg re-
circulation, and stabilize running gaits. In all this exploration,
trajectory optimization has been a great-low cost tool for
roboticists before committing to simulation and/or hardware.

In quadrupeds, optimization studies have explored the
costs and benefits of varied limb morphologies [34], spine
morphologies [35] [36] [32] [37], and spine actuation strate-
gies [25] [38]. Together, they suggest beneficial spinal and
limb configurations for periodic running and leaping, for
accelerating, and for transitional behaviors. However, all of
these studies were confined to the sagittal plane or activating
systems purely in the sagittal plane, significantly reducing
their complexity. Analyzing axial twisting in the sagittal
plane is not possible for most behaviors without making
overly simplifying or constraining assumptions. Beyond that,
the maneuvers highlighted in this work are not describable
without a spatial, 3D description of the robot and dynamics.

The increase in complexity in the optimization makes it
more difficult to get consistent and accurate results from the
nonlinear program solvers. Thus, optimization methods can
be fraught with design choices as well, and care must be
taken in choosing cost functions [39], constraints, and tuning
parameters as well as comparative metrics and experiments.

C. Contributions and Organization

In this paper, we use trajectory optimization with a
detailed, fully spatial model to explore how a previously
neglected torso degree of freedom —the twisting spine —
might help or hinder quadrupedal robot, Fig. 1.
In order to gain insight of the effect of a twisting spine,

• Sections II develops a DIRCON-based [40] trajectory
optimization pipeline in Drake [41] capable of test-
ing and comparing a variety of different behaviors on
quadrupeds in full 3D space.

• Section III lays out a representative set of behaviors and
corresponding metrics to compare between morpholo-
gies.

• Section IV explores the benefits and disadvantages of
a twisting spine relative to a conventional torso in the
trot, bounding turn, and wall leap behaviors.

• Section V discusses possible ramifications for robotic
design and biological hypotheses.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Trajectory Optimization

Trajectory optimization is a class of optimal controls
techniques for finding the best set of control inputs and
states subjected to a set of constraints and a cost function
[42]. Generally, trajectory optimization problems are solved
by converting the infinite dimensional optimization over
functions into an approximately equivalent finite dimensional
optimization over scalars using direct collocation [43]. The
resulting problem can then be solved using standard nonlin-
ear programming (NLP) techniques.

In this paper, we used DAIR Lab’s implementation of
trapezoidal DIRCON [40] [44]. DIRCON is an extension of
direct collocation for constrained dynamical systems which
restricts solutions to a constraint manifold without over
constraining the optimization problem. This formulation is
useful when studying hybrid system like walking robots
where each contact with the world can be described as a
constraint manifold.

However, one limitation of DIRCON when compared to
other state-of-the-art methods like contact-implicit trajectory
optimization [45] is that DIRCON requires a known mode
sequence. In light of this limitation, we still chose to use
DIRCON over contact-implicit methods because the mode
sequences for our target behaviors are known a priori and
DIRCON can vary each mode’s duration, by treating time
as decision variables, yielding sufficient richness for con-
tact decisions. In particular, this capability allows pseudo-
walking gaits with trivial flight phases. However, as a result,
the timing of each optimization can require tuning in certain
behaviors to avoid having the timestep moved to extremes.

Our target behaviors’ mode sequences will be divided into
stance and flight phases, for example

MA = {Si,j ,F}

would be the sequence for a behavior, A, that had a stance
phase Si,j with toes i and j in contact and a flight phase F
where no toes are in contact with the ground. The flight is
also often separated into two phases — pre and post apex
— which we will note as F− and F+ respectively.

B. Dynamic Models

The quadruped is modelled as a floating-base robot com-
posed of rigid links as legs and electrical motors [46].{

M(q)q̈+C(q, q̇) +G(q) = BTu+ JTF

M(q)q̇+ −M(q)q̇− = JTΛ
(1)



Parameter Value Parameter Value
Robot mass 11.45 kg Hip gear ratio 6:1
Body length 0.335 m Knee gear ratio 9:1
Body width 0.24 m Abduction gear ratio 6:1
Upper leg length 0.20 m Spine gear ratio 6:1
Lower leg length 0.20 m Ungeared motor U8 [47]

TABLE I: Model parameters for the rigid and twisting robots

where M(q) is the inertia matrix, C(q, q̇) is the Coriolis
term, G(q) is the gravitational force. u are motor torques,
F are ground contact forces with corresponding jacobians
B and J. q =

[
qbT qpT qjT

]T
where qb ∈ SE(3)

is the unit quaternion of the base, qp is base position in
world frame, and qj are joint positions. The hind trunk is
considered as the base in this paper. The second row of the
equation is the impact dynamics , where q̇+ and q̇− are pre-
impact and post-impact joint velocities, and Λ is the impulse.

The rigid robot’s parameters are modeled after common
12 motor quadrupeds such as the MIT Mini cheetah [4] or
Unitree A1 [3](Table I). The twisting robot model is based
on the rigid robot model with an added twisting spinal joint
in the middle of the original base. The rear segment of the
trunk serves as the new base. Extra mass and inertia of spinal
joint are not considered in this paper.

C. Cost Functions

Cost function choice is important and a poor choice can
cause a behavior’s optimization problem to fail to converge
or converge to unrealistic solutions. Additionally, the goal
is to avoid shaping or tuning the behavior with costs (and
their gains) and instead to enforce constraints based on each
task for a parametric investigations of the problem spaces. A
natural cost function for robotic systems is positive electrical
energy [39] defined for the jth joint as

θEj (q̇,u) = Kenergy

∫ tf

0

max(Qju
2
j + q̇juj , 0)dt (2)

Where Qj = R
K2

t N
2
j

maps torque to electrical power, R is
the winding resistance, Kt is the torque constant, and Nj is
the gear ratio. For periodic behaviors, the goal should be to
maintain the cylce with minimum energy through time and
so average power is used1.

θPj (q̇,u) = Kpower

∫ tf

0

max(Qju
2
j + q̇juj , 0)

tf
dt (3)

For initializing optimizations and warm-starting, we used
quadratic costs on actuation and velocity. The velocity cost
is also used to regularize the limbs during flight phases.

θUj (q̇,u) = Kact

∫ tf

0

u2
jdt, θVj (q̇,u) = Kvel

∫ tf

0

(q̇j)
2dt

(4)

1If energy was used for a single stride of a periodic behavior, the optimizer
would be incentivized to shorten the period resulting in tiny steps.

(a) Trot (b) Bound

Fig. 2: Hildebrand Style [48] gait diagram for idealized trot in Twist. The
initials L, R, F, H stand for left, right, fore and hind limbs. Black bars
represent forelimb (left or right) is in contact with the ground.

D. Optimization Formulation

The general optimization setup is Equation (5). In addition
to the constraints listed in this section, we also include
additional behavior specific constraints described in Sec. III-
A, Sec. III-B, and Sec. III-C.

minimize
x,u,F ,tf

∑
j∈J

(
θEj + θPj + θVj

)
(5a)

subject to
(Dynamics) ẋ = f(x,u,F ) (5b)

(Impact) M(qk)q̇k −M(qk+1)q̇k+1 = JT
k Λi (5c)

(Friction)
√

F2
x + F2

y ≤ µFz (5d)

(Acceleration) |q̈| ≤ q̈max (5e)
(Duration) tmin ≤ tf ≤ tmax (5f)

(Torque limits) u ≤ U(q̇) (5g)
(Toes height) f̄t(x) ≥ 0 (5h)

(Joint limit) q ∈ Q (5i)

where U is a linear speed torque curve based on parameters
from [47] for the T-Motor U8 and f̄t(·) is the forward
kinematics that returns the tth toe’s height

E. Summary of Optimization Procedure

We use an automated optimization pipeline to generate
various, locally optimal trajectories throughout the parameter
space of the behaviors. The optimization process starts with
a rough, initial guess before solving the behavior sequen-
tially from the minimum parameter (e.g. low speed or short
distance) to the highest parameters (e.g. high speed or long
distance) with rigid constraints and quadratic costs. For
each parameter, the pipeline then repeatedly uses previous
solutions with added Gaussian noise to warm start pro-
gressively harder optimizations with relaxed constraints and
more natural cost functions (Section II-C). For each set of
parameters, the pipeline runs multiple times with different
random noise in an attempt to explore the landscape around
the local minima. All the trajectories shown are made with
the final optimization setups, with the costs and constraints
described in each respective section (Sec. II-D, Sec. III-A,
Sec. III-B, and Sec. III-C)

III. BEHAVIORS

We tested our pipeline on three different behaviors. a trot
III-A, a yawing bound III-B, and a parkour wall jump III-C.



A. Trot

In addition to our primary hypothesis — a twisting
spine is beneficial in high-power transitional behaviors —
we also investigated a basic functional gait (i.e., trotting)
for a quadruped. The trot is the preferred gait for many
quadrupedal robots and it is not symmetric across the sagittal
plane. The trot is characterized by diagonal contact pairs
without a four-legged stance (Fig. 2a). The mode sequence
is

Mtrot = {F+,SLF,RH,F−,F+,SRF,LH,F−}.

However, to simplify the optimization the trot is optimized
as a half-period with a mirror reset map. Therefore, the trot
mode sequence is

Mhalftrot = {F+,SLF,RH,F−}

and the reset map is a mirroring of the state and input across
the sagittal plane.

The optimization problem for the trot is given by Equa-
tion (5) with gains Kpower = 100 for all modes and
Kvel = 1 in flight (all other costs are zero). Additionally,
the trot is setup using the following constraints. The average
velocity is constrained to xx,f−xx,0

T = vtarget and the robot
is constrained to the plane with ẋy = 0, where xx,f is the
final x position, xx,0 is the initial x position, T is time span
of the period, and ẋy is the velocities along y axis at all
times along the trajectory. The legs that are in contact have
an additional constraint on leg length to prevent the optimizer
from abusing the singularity at low speeds. Finally, the trot’s
periodicity is enforced at the initial and final states by a
mirrored reset constraint.

B. Bounding Turn

In contrast to the trot, a bound is a behavior where we
expect low twisting spine activation due to bilaterally sym-
metrical contacts. The bound is characterized by alternating
fore and aft toe contact pairs as seen in Fig. 2b with the
mode sequence

Mbound = {F+,SLF,RF,F−,F+,SLH,RH,F−}.

The bounding contact pattern gives the opportunity to
isolate the twisting spine activation from the gait itself and
thus we explore a quick-turn transitional behavior. In the
bounding turn, the robot is asked to make a sudden turn —
changing yaw and velocity heading — over the course of
a single stride without disturbing the previous or following
bounds. Although this behavior itself is not practical or
biologically realistic, exploring it still gives a qualitative look
at how a spine might help absorb the impulses from turning.
We hypothesize any activation of the spine is caused by the
turn and the impulses required to do so.

The optimized cost in the steady state bound is, as with
the trot, average power (Eq. 3) and a regularizing cost on
leg velocity during flight (Eq. 4). Meanwhile, the yawing,
single-stride turn optimizes the positive electrical energy
consumption (Eq. 2) for transitioning from one steady-state
bound to another with the desired new direction. The initial

state of yawing turn is constrained to be the final state of
a sagittal bound, whereas the final state is constrained to
be the initial state of the sagittal bound (which is identical
its final state) rotated by a desired yaw rotation. The roll
and pitch angles are limited and reference yaw bounds
are imposed on several intermediate states, such as lift-off
and touch-down states, to improves the convergence of the
optimization problems, however they are inactive in the final
optimizations.

C. Wall Jump

The wall jump is a high energy transitional maneuver
borrowed from parkour and the animal kingdom. It involves
the robot jumping a long distance by taking advantage of a
vertical wall. The mode sequence is

Mwalljump =
{
SLF,LH,RF,RH,SLH,RH,F−,F+,SLF,RF,

SLF,LH,RF,RH,SLH,RH,F−,F+,SLF,RF,SLF,LH,RF,RH]
}
.

The wall jump is characterized by a displacement in
the x direction and consists of a leap to and then off the
wall. As a fully 3D, transitional maneuver with an inherent
axial roll motion, it can potentially help to explore how a
quadrupedal robot will take advantage of a twisting spinal
joint in complex spatial behaviors.

The cost gains for wall jump are Kenergy = 100 for all
modes and Kvel = 5 in flight. Due to the complexity of
the problem, the optimization required careful constraints to
prevent infeasible solutions. Both the initial and final state
are set to a nominal stance. The initial and final y position,
apex heights, and x and z positions of the bottom state on
the wall are bounded but not fixed. Where as in the trot
and bound we enforce apex between the flight phases, vz
at these knot points are not fixed at zero but rather loosely
constrained allowing the optimizer to produce leaps to or
from the wall without apexes. We also set loose upper bounds
for hip angles and front leg velocities during the flight
phases to stabilize the optimization. Most importantly, we
enforce some reference orientation bounds for several key
knot points, including lift-off states, touch-down states, apex
states, and the bottom state on the wall, to shape the feasible
region.

IV. RESULTS

We ran a total of 1462, 1500, and 753 optimizations
for trot, bounding turn, and wall jump, respectively 2. The
convergence rates of final optimizations for trot, bounding
turn and wall jump are 42.91%, 35.67%, and 48.46%.
Optimization results are presented in the following sections.

A. Trot

We optimized trot trajectories with target speeds ranging
from 0 to 4 m/s and with stride periods ranging from 0.2 to
0.8 s. At the lower speeds the spined robot uses significantly
more power, likely due to the behavior being quasi-static,
forcing the spine to apply torque just to stay still ( 3a, 3b).

2These numbers include optimizations to find warm starts.



(a) Average power magnitude for
trotting in rigid and twisting spine

model

(b) Percentage difference in average
power of given trots of twisting robot
relative to rigid model (gray dashed)

(c) Nominal spinal activation example
for 2 m/s trot with a 0.6s period

(d) Frames from the trot solution for the
twisting spine model with a speed of 2 m/s and

a period of 0.6 s

(e) Frames from the turning bound for the
twisting spine model with a speed of 2 m/s, a

period of 0.3 s, and a yaw of 0.4 rad.

(f) Energy for turning bound. Solid
lines are for the rigid model, and
dashed are for the twisting model

(g) Percentage difference in energy for
several turning bounds of the twisting

model relative to the rigid model

(h) Nominal spinal activation example
for 2 m/s bound with period of 0.3 s

and a yaw of 0.4 rad.

Fig. 3: Quantitative results from the trot and turning bound. (a) shows the magnitude of the average power for rigid and twisting spines for a variety of
trots with different stride periods. (b) shows the percentage difference of twisting to rigid average power from (a). As expected the twisting spine requires
more energy in the trots, especially at lower speeds. (c) is a nominal spine pose and torque for a trot with a velocity of 2 m/s and a stride period of 0.6 s.
(d) is a set of frames taken from the same run shown in (c) showing the activation of a twisting spine in the trot. Likewise, (e) is a set of frames taken a
2 m/s bound with a period of 0.3 s and a yaw of 0.4 rad with spinal activation. (f) shows the magnitude of the average power for rigid and twisting spines
for a variety of turning bounds with different stride periods, velocities, and yaw angles. (g) shows the percentage difference of twisting to rigid average
power from (f). The twisting spine is beneficial around the 2 m/s velocity bound for twisting robot and is most coupled with the longest stride period
(0.4 s), likely due to the pitching. (h) is nominal spine pose and torque for the bound from (e).

As the trot gait becomes increasingly dynamic, the difference
between the rigid and spined robot becomes less severe. This
suggests the trot may benefit from a passive spring damper
in parallel with the spine, especially at lower speeds.

Figure 3c and 3d demonstrate that even at a modest speed
of 2 m/s, there is substantial activation in the spine.

B. Bounding Turn

For the bounding turn, we measured the energy consump-
tion for yawing an angle ranging from 0.1 to 1 radians (all the
way to failure) at a speed ranging from 1 m/s to 5 m/s. For
each speed, three steady state bound trajectories with short,
medium and long stride lengths (with a period of 0.2 s, 0.3 s,
0.4 s) are used to warm start the NLP and constrain the initial

and final states of the yawing turn as described in Sec. III-
B. In Figure 3f, we see the power to turn is similar across
morphologies. However, in longer strides the twisting spine
has mixed effect on energy. At 1 m/s the system requires
more energy to turn with the spine, but at 2.0 m/s the energy
required relative to the rigid robot is less. The regularity of
each these velocities’ data suggests this is not an aberration,
but rather some more systematic pattern, suggested by the
optimization emerging as a “sweet-spot” for the value of the
twisting spine, revealed in the context of fast maneuvers at
tight quarters. .



Fig. 4: Renders of the twisting robot completing the 2 m wall jump

(a) Percentage difference in optimal energy of twisting
spine (solid) relative to rigid spine (dashed).

(b) Spine activation for 0.6 m wall jump

(c) Spine activation for 2.0 m wall jump

Fig. 5: The first figure shows the optimal work difference for twisting spine.
Next two figures are spine activation for a 0.6 m jump and a 2.0 m jump,
respectively. Dark gray shaded regions specify four-leg stance phases; the
light gray regions are in two-leg stance phases; the remaining segments are
in flight phases.

C. Wall Jump

For the wall jump, we optimized jumps ranging from 0.5 to
2 m. Figure 4 is a set renders of the spined robot completing a
2.0 m wall jump. Figure 5 shows that for the lower distances
the spined robot uses significantly less energy than rigid
robot. As the distance increases the robots start to perform
similarly. This suggests once again, corroborating evidence
for the intuition, that a twisting spine may be particularly
beneficial in the specific context of a rapid body reorientation
in tight quarters, such as the aggressively rolled legs.

Since the wall jump is a high power behavior with a lot of

roll, it matches our hypothesis that the spine is either neutral
or beneficial. In the cases where the robot is jumping only a
short distance, it is challenging for the rigid robot to get its
front legs onto the wall. As a result the twisting spine robot
shines in those behaviors. As the fore-aft distance increases
the robots have more time and distance to roll resulting in
similar performances between the two robots.

As shown in Figure 5b and 5c, the spine behaves differ-
ently under short- and long-distance jumps by orienting the
upper body toward and away from the wall respectively. This
shows two activation patterns, one which takes advantage of
the extra kinematic flexibility in a crowded environment or
another which uses a dynamically stronger configuration on
the transitional surface to gain more momentum.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study we used DIRCON trajectory optimization to
investigate the effect of an internal degree of freedom in a
quadrupedal robot. For low energy sagittal plane behaviors
like a slow trot, the spine increased the energy usage. The
added flexibility requires actuation during the two-legged
stance phase to stop from folding in on itself. But, as
seen in the results for the high speed trot, bounding turn,
wall jump, the spine can be used to absorb some of that
stress and at least lessen the impulse to out of plane (non-
sagittal) DoF’s resulting in similar energy usage between the
twisting robot and the rigid robot. These results suggest,
as expected, that the twisting spine does not benefit every
behavior, though there were sufficient cases where it was
helpful, thus requiring further study.

This study marks a necessary first step for internal degrees
of freedom outside of bending in quadrupeds. In the future
we would like to explore more behaviors, add a passive
spring-dampers in parallel with the spine, explore a higher
number of spine DoF’s, and test some of these optimized
behaviors on a real robot (Figure 1c). These results will hope-
fully lead to the creation of robots whose agility approaches
that of animals.
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